
Gembrook Primary School Remote Learning Tasks

Please remember, if you have any questions regarding today’s learning you can login to our
Grade 5/6 Question Time Webex at any time between 1:00pm - 2:00pm.
Meeting Link:
https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=ma335a77dc897f929b15ee3c759db40b8
Meeting number: 165 776 7258

Password: gembrook

Grade 5/6 Learning Tasks Term 4 Week 3 THURSDAY

READING

Learning Intention:
I can understand the purpose and audience of a ‘dedication’.
Success Criteria:
I have analysed the purpose and audience of a ‘dedication’
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils and iphone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task:
This morning we are examining the purpose and intended audience of a ‘dedication’. We
included dedications when we composed our poetry anthologies back in term 2.

A dedication is used by an author to express a connection or thanks towards a significant
person in their life. A dedication may also address large groups of people, particular age groups
or communities.

The dedication sits by itself on a separate page and is always included at the front of the book,
before a prologue.

Read the following dedications taken from the memoirs we have interacted with.

To all the girls who have faced
injustice and been silenced.
Together we shall be heard.
- I am Malala, Malala Yousafzai

To all the dear people who have helped me
along the way...You know who you are and so
do I. Thank you so much for being there for
me.

- Twisted, Paul Jennings

To my family
- The boy who harnessed the wind,

William Kamkwamba

For future generations
The Happiest Man on Earth, Eddie Jacku

For my mother and father, and
for Susanne, my wife, my love

- The Happiest Refugee
Anh Do

And to May and Helen, my daughter and
wife who have redefined my sense of

home, and away. Golly, I’ve got it good.
The Backyard Adventurer, Beau Miles

Learning Task Response:

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=ma335a77dc897f929b15ee3c759db40b8
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1. Choose two of the dedications above to compare and contrast. How are they similar?
How are they different?

2. Reflect on the purpose of each dedication and the intended audience.

Independent Reading / Track my thinking
Independently read for 20 mins

- Record your thinking in your workbook (Remember to include book title and date)
- Identify the reading strategy/ies you have worked on and provide evidence of your

thinking
- Extra reading resources can be accessed via Reading Eggs. Students can also use their

own readers from home.

WRITING

Please submit this learning task to Compass for feedback and evaluation by 5pm on Friday.
Feedback for this learning task will be provided within the following week.
Please refer to the link for instructions on how to upload the learning tasks.
https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ 
Please upload a copy of your completed memoir.
Learning Intention:
I can publish my memoir.
Success Criteria:
I have published my memoir.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, memoir drafts, pencils and iphone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task:

Publishin� Da�!

Now that you have revised and edited your drafts, you are ready to move onto the final phase
of the writing process and publish your memoir.

We recommend that you continue to type your published copy, if possible. Think carefully
about font choice and page layout. Will each memoir seed use the same font and format? Or
would each memoir benefit from a different style? Remember to give each memoir seed a title
and add any illustrations or photos you may have access to, to support the memory.

Remember to save a copy of your memoirs and collate it with your first memory seed from last
week.

Congratulations on completing your memoir! Please upload a copy of memoir seeds two and
three to Compass for teacher feedback.

Extension Learning Task:
Compose your own dedication to include as part of your published memoir. If the theme of
your memoir has been centred around family or friends will your dedication speak directly to

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/
https://sso.readingeggs.com/login?client_id=8020fd524cb747519ccfb61e1c15dacbfab3f0b4&idp=d0797975a160eeec142b30cd3705fe6ee3eafec9&locale=au&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.readingeggs.com%2Foauth%2Flogin%3F_ga%3D2.66737262.1393469279.1585088072-568459991.1583876111%26idp%3Dd0797975a160eeec142b30cd3705fe6ee3eafec9%26scope%3Dblake&response_type=code&scope=blake&state=5e4ea074aa8d2aac1cd5a68514582850d1909ab6d4a11099
https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ
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those people? Or will you have broader dedication. You could even address your readers
directly with a message regarding the lessons you hope they learn from reading your memoir.

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with a snack, rest and a game/physical
activity.

MATHS - APPLIED

Learning Intention:
I can create, interpret, and display numerical and categorical data.
Success Criteria:
I have conducted a survey or observation and documented my results.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils, and iphone/tablet/computer.
Learning Task:

Grade 5:
Numerical data: represent values that can be measured and put into a logical order.
It generally refers specifically to numbers. Some especially clear examples might be your height,
shoe size, batting averages, or long jump scores.

Categorical data: Represents Values that aren’t measurable. They might often come from
surveys and document the amount of people that vote for a particular category. Some
examples might include people’s eye colour, favourite video games, shirt colour or favourite
animal.

This graph represents some numerical data:
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According to this graph:
It takes how many students 25 - 30 minutes to get to school?
How many students take over half an hour to get to school?

The following graph uses categorical information. In this case the bands are the different
categories.

Can you turn this graph into a data set, fill in the blanks below and copy the table into your
book.

Band Name: Albums Sold:

Marva and the Larva

Sherm and the Worms

Doug and the Slugs

Gail and the Snails

Which is the best band name?

Today we would like you to create your own data set and graph of your choosing.
Think about whether you would like to collect numerical or categorical data.

Will you measure the area or number of screens in different rooms in your house? You could
measure your family's height, vertical jump or shoe size.
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Will you observe the number of different insects or animals you see in your yard, the different
colours of cars that go past your house? Maybe you’d like to survey your family?

It’s up to you! Choose your own adventure, have fun and good luck!

Tally and record your information as you collect it. Represent it in a table, then turn it into a
graph.
Pizza problems:
You paid $10 to attend a pizza party.
As you enter the host smiles and greets you nervously.

“Welcome to our pizza party.
We have good news and bad news.
Some of the pizza is poisoned.
We understand that this might impact your enjoyment of the pizza.
If you use your knowledge of fractions, I’m sure that you will choose the safest pizza to
consume.”

You don’t want to be rude, and you paid for entry, so you feel morally obligated to choose at
least one piece of pizza to eat.

The first pizza is cut into two pieces and only one piece is poisoned.
The second pizza is cut into 4 pieces and only three pieces are poisoned.
The third pizza is cut into 8 pieces and two of them are poisoned.
The fourth pizza is cut into 10 pieces and 4 of them are poisoned.

1. What fraction of each pizza is poisoned?
2. Which one are you most likely to eat a slice of?
3. Which one are you least likely to eat a slice of?

Extension: Can you express the portion of poisoned pizzas as percentages and decimals?
Super Mega extension: Can you create your own ‘cake conundrum’ maths problem for your
teachers or classmates. Maybe there is something special hidden in one of the pieces of cake.
Good luck and have fun.

SPELLING

Learning Intention:
I can investigate the ‘-ance’ and ‘-ence’ suffixes.
Success Criteria:
I have increased my confidence in applying the suffixes ‘-ance’ and ‘ence’, to change the
meaning of a word.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils, and iphone/tablet/computer

Learning Task:
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Yesterday we attempted to deepen our understanding of the ‘-ance’ suffix, used originally by
the French. Today we will shift our focus to the Latin ‘-ence’. As we discovered, the word
category of the root (base word) plays an important role in determining the use of these
suffixes. You must identify whether you are working with an adjective or a verb.

Generalisations for applying the ‘-ence’ suffix

1. If the root (base word) is a verb ending in ‘-ere’, drop the /e/ then add ‘-ence’
- coherence
- adherence
- interference

2. Apply ‘-ence’ if the root (base word) is an adjective that ends in ‘-ent’.
- evident - evidence
- recurrent - recurrence
- patient - patience

Learning Task Response:

1. Draw up a t-chart with ‘-ance’ on one side and ‘-ence’ on the other.

2. Using the base words listed below apply your knowledge of the generalisations to

determine which suffix you will need to use. Add the new word to the correct column of

your t-chart.

- confident

- resident

- attendant

- celebrant

- respondent

- appear

3. Based on your knowledge of the origins of the two suffixes, determine whether the
words below would be influenced by French or Latin.

- avoidance
- annoyance
- preference
- indulgence
- acquaintance

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with lunch, rest and a game/physical activity.

P.E

Learning intention:
- I can identify and complete different fitness exercises
- I can build my knowledge on health related fitness.

Success criteria :
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- I have understood the components of health-related fitness, and have interpreted the
relationship between exercise and positive health.

Health and Fitness Challenge

Today’s health knowledge terms
EMOTION: A natural feeling that happens because of a specific situation or a specific
environment.
Happiness:is a good emotion that everyone wants to feel.

Warm Up
• Get a family member to secretly pick an exercise, physical activity, or healthy food. Ask 20
yes/no questions to gain clues and guess what the exercise, activity, or food is.
• You must do 5 reps of a chosen exercise to earn a question.

Card Cardio Challenge
• Get a deck of cards or a card phone app.
• Pull a card from a shuffled deck. Then do the exercise that matches the card pulled.
• Finish the exercise, then pull another card.

Ace : 1 Jumping Jack
2: 2 Burpee
3: 3 Squats
4: Touch 4 walls
5: 5 Push-ups
6: 6 Lunges
7: 7 High-knees
8: 8 Hops (on each foot)
9: 9 Mountain climbers
10: 10 Sit-ups
Jack: 15-second plank
Queen: 15-second down dog
King: 15-second child’s pose

Extension:
Create your own set of rules/exercises for each of the types of card above if you draw one.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Please select an activity to complete from the PHYSICAL ACTIVITY GRID

(Resource section on Compass)


